A guide to estimating herbivore damage for HerbVar
By the HerbVar Damage Estimation Subgroup:
Ian Pearse, Zoe Getman-Pickering, Julie Davis, Bastien Castagneyrol, and Will Wetzel

What is this?
So, you’ve figured out how to find the random set of plants to score damage on (e.g., using the
HerbVar Primary Protocol). Now it is time to look closely at each plant in order to score the
amount of damage caused by herbivores. This is a task that will vary among plant species. This
document is meant to guide you through the process of estimating herbivore damage using
best practices that we have developed. Don’t fret that this document looks too long to follow
for 60 plants per survey: we give an overabundance of pointers to cover likely hiccups that
could occur across the world’s 400,000 plant species. Estimating herbivory will become second
nature after you’ve familiarized yourself with the methods and had some practice. Ideally with
these tips you should be estimating damage on a single plant in less than five minutes (and
maybe a lot less!).
In this document, we provide detail for four key steps from the HerbVar Primary Protocol.
1. Estimating plant size (and determining what tissue counts)
2. Counting number of leaves and number of damaged leaves (up to 60 max)
3. Estimating percent damage on 10 randomly chosen leaves
4. Estimating percent damage across the whole plant
** If you are just looking for quick tips on estimating percent damage, skip to #3 (page 5) **
Two related documents in the “Damage estimation training” folder in the Shared Drive are
■ A field guide to types of plant damage, which has photos of different types of damage
■ An illustrated guide to amounts of percent damage, which shows images of leaves with
different percent damage to help you calibrate your visual estimates.

What kinds of plants will this work for?
This document is written with a focus on vegetative tissue on leafy plants ≤ 2 m in height. If
your plants fit this, then great; read on!
If your species is a tree or large shrub, then you have two options: First, we recommend most
HerbVar collaborators restrict themselves to seedlings and saplings, which we define as ≤ 2 m
in height. In this case, just ignore any individuals > 2 m tall at your site, and follow the methods
below. Make sure to note that you were excluding mature individuals. If you want to include
mature trees (> 2 m) in your survey, then please follow the HerbVar Tree Protocol in the
“Alternative protocols” folder. The Tree Protocol describes a method for estimating herbivory
on a subsample of leaves on each tree. However, after you’ve chosen your subsample of
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leaves, you will still have to estimate damage on each leaf, so the damage estimation tips and
illustrated guides below will still be very helpful.
If your species is a cactus or other succulent, then please see the Cactus and Succulent
Protocol in the Succulents folder in the “Alternative protocols” folder.
If your plants have reproductive tissues (flowers, fruits, seeds) and have had them long enough
to potentially sustain herbivore damage, then please see the HerbVar Reproductive Damage
Protocol in the “Alternative protocols” folder in the HerbVar Shared Drive for how to record
this damage. The rest of this document focuses on damage to vegetative tissue.

Goals of damage estimates
First off, it is good to keep in mind the goals of these estimates. Ideally, we would like to know
the total amount of plant material consumed by herbivores (e.g., grams of tissue eaten) and the
total amount of plant material (e.g., grams remaining). Unfortunately, this is infeasible for most
systems, so our goal is to approximate it. We will do this by estimating plant size and percent
removed by herbivores, for entire plants and for a sample of leaves within plants.

1. Estimating plant size (and determining what tissue counts)
In many cases, it will be clear what an individual plant is, but in cases of clonal plants, we will
consider each ramet (aboveground unit) to be a unique “individual.” Move leaf litter to look for
aboveground connections, but do not clear away soil.
In most cases, herbivores do not eat all plant biomass. Therefore, it will be useful to note the
tissue that you are measuring damage on. For most HerbVar
surveys, this will be vegetative tissue: “leaves” and maybe
“stems.” The key is to collect your damage estimates across all
of the tissue within a plant or on a
 random sample of the tissue
within a plant. Before you start estimating damage, give some
thought as to precisely what to include. For example, it is
probably best to avoid senesced leaves (like the brown leaf of
the Lepidium plant on the right) (perhaps unless the leaves were
recently senesced such that they have not changed in size or
distorted in any way). If you need to make any decisions about
what to count, please remember to put detailed notes in the notes tab of the datasheet.
Once you have decided the extent of plant you will be surveying, you can measure plant size.
Because there are so many different plant growth forms, we suggest using your judgement to
pick the best measure of plant size for your species. Examples of measures that work well for
many species are standing plant height (e.g., ground to tallest living part), stem length (better
than standing height for creeping species), foliage diameter, and stem diameter. Just make
sure to be consistent within a survey, and to detail your plant size measure in the notes.
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2. Counting number of leaves and number of damaged leaves (up to 60 max)
The first damage assessment step in the HerbVar Primary Survey Protocol is estimate the
proportion of leaves with any damage, which we are defining as > 0.5% of a leaf removed by
herbivores. We estimate the proportion of leaves damaged by counting the number of
undamaged and damaged leaves on each plant (recording total number of leaves and number
of undamaged leaves) up to a max of 60 leaves per plant. See the following sections and
illustrated guides below for tips on how to decide if a leaf has more than or less than 0.5%
damage. Here we’ll discuss how to choose leaves to examine.
If you have a plant that has a small number of large leaves (e.g., 1-3), then the proportion of
leaves with damage is not going to be a very meaningful estimate of overall herbivory. In this
case, consider counting leaflets (instead of leaves), if your plant has leaflets. Otherwise,
proceed with leaves.
If your plant has < 60 leaves, we encourage you to quickly count and scan all of the leaves on
the plant to look for the presence of herbivore damage. This will be easy on small plants and
harder on large plants. Either way this step should take less than 2-3 mins. If it is too
time-consuming to look at all the leaves on your plants or even up to 60 leaves (e.g., leaves are
large or complex), then please pick a feasible number of leaves to subsample, ideally at least
up to 30.
If you are restricted to examining a subsample of leaves within plants (because your plant have
> 60 leaves or because it would be too time-consuming to do all leaves), then you’ll have to
decide how to subsamples leaves within plants. First, you will want to note the size of the
subsample. Ideally you will have one number that will work for all plants in a survey. In that
case, please detail this in the notes. If you need different subsample sizes for specific plants,
please note subsample size in the notes for each plant, and please also make a note in the
notes tab saying that you had to modify the number of leaves examined for some plants. Next
you’ll need a way to subsample leaves more or less randomly within plants.

If you need to subsample within plants, here are four potential methods:
(1) Ian Pearse’s nose-pointing method: For large plants, I like to choose four positions around
the plant roughly at the cardinal directions (this never comes out as neatly as I might like since
a lot of plants just don’t grow that way). I stand at each of those positions, I turn away from the
plant, I close my eyes, and I put my finger against my nose, like this (below). Then, I turn facing
the plant, open one eye, and I choose whatever leaf I am pointing to (or the closest leaf if I’m
pointing to multiple or none). I’ve done this on a lot for leaves, and I think it would basically
work for other tissues (twigs, flowers, etc). You can continue to do this until you have examined
your full subsample of leaves. Caveats: It is important to include mostly-eaten leaves using this
method, but the method probably underestimates damage because you are less likely to be
randomly pointing at a mostly-eaten leaf-nub.
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Is that creep trying to pick his nose with his thumb? No. This is the nose pointing
method to acquire a random sample of plant parts. The creep/researcher (left)
establishes a fixed point in his field of vision with an “L”-shaped hand position while
turned away from the plant. He then turns to the plant, opens a single eye, and chooses
the leaf that he is pointing to (right).

(2) True randomization: Assign all leaves, seeds, etc. on the plant a random number, draw N
numbers, and measure damage on those leaves. Caveats: this is rigorous, but probably too
time consuming for most plants (and you’d probably just as well measure the damage on all
the leaves you’ve given a number to!).
(3) Arbitrary sampling. That sneaker-word, arbitrary! This is basically to say “I really tried to
choose an unbiased sample of the plant tissue, but I have no idea whether or not I succeeded.”
Caveats: Clearly, this can have problems, but it’s what we’re probably left with in most cases
where plants have complicated architecture, the tissue is hard
to choose in a more truly randomized way, or you’re just
strapped for time.
(4) Design (and make notes of!) your own subsampling
scheme. Can you choose every seventh (or
random-numberedth leaf along a shoot of skunkbush sumac
(right)? Note how you did it, and approximately how much of
the plant tissue you sampled (e.g., % of poison ivy sampled).

Philosophical thoughts about counting damaged leaves:
This method works well (we think) as an estimate of overall
herbivory for plants with small leaves or leaflets (e.g.,
sagebrush, Astragalus, locust [left]), but will be very imprecise
for plants with fewer, larger leaves because most large leaves
will have some damage, though maybe not much. So, this is
probably ineffective for your Welwitschia or banana tree.
However, because counting a few large leaves is easy, we
suggest doing it anyway for completeness.
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3. Estimating percent damage on 10 randomly chosen leaves
The next damage assessment step is estimating percent damage on 10 randomly chosen
leaves. Well actually, the 10 data columns for this step (percLf1–percLf10) come after the
column for whole plant percent damage (percHerbPlant) in the HerbVar template datasheet,
but it makes more sense, in this document, to discuss percent herbivory on individual leaves
before discussing whole plant percent herbivory.

Randomly choose 10 leaves:
If your plant has 10 or fewer leaves, then please examine them all; if your plant has more than
10 leaves, then use one of the methods above to choose 10 leaves randomly. Strive to have
these leaves be an unbiased subsample of all the leaves on the plant.

Estimate percent damage on each leaf:
Finally, the main event—this is probably the main reason you’re reading this document. There
are many ways to estimate percent damage on leaves. For HerbVar, we recommend
collaborators use visual estimation because other methods are slower and would make the
sample sizes we need to describe herbivory distributions unattainable. Moreover, careful visual
estimation does a surprisingly good job, especially after some practice, especially if the primary
goal is to compare the frequency of plants with low and high herbivory, as ours is. However, we
strongly recommend checking your estimates against estimates from other observers using the
same method, or even better against estimates using digital methods (i.e., LeafByte) to get a
sense for how good of a job you are doing, and if you are overestimating or underestimating.
Visual estimation is essentially as simple as it sounds. You look at a leaf and eyeball what
percent was removed or damaged by herbivores. The benefit of this method is that it is quick,
allowing us to obtain the large sample sizes we need to describe whole herbivory distributions.
The caveat is that this method has more measurement error than other methods. For example,
Zoe and Julie and Marc Johnson have found that visual estimation tends to overestimate
damage by a few percent, particularly for researchers with less experience. We hope to
mitigate estimation error with the guidelines below, our Illustrated guide to amounts of percent
damage, an online training quiz, and a ground-truthing effort. First we explain how to estimate
damage. Second, we explain how to make sure you’re doing a good job.

How to estimate damage
●

Record estimates at a high resolution. We usually record at a resolution of 2.5% (Table
1). This may seem like unreasonably high resolution when you first try, but with a little
practice and calibration you will get surprisingly good. We encourage trying for high
resolution because—even with considerable error—high resolution estimates will likely
be closer to the true values on average than estimates reported as broad categories
(e.g., 0%, 1-10%, 11-25%, 26-50%... too coarse!). Plus, if you report your best guesses
we can model the error statistically; we’re out of luck if you just report broad categories.
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Table 1. Recommended resolution for recording percent herbivory

●

●

Percent

Meaning

0%

No herbivory

0.5%

A trace amount of herbivory

1%

~1% herbivory

2.5%

~2.5% herbivory

5%

~5% herbivory

7.5%

~7.5% herbivory

So forth

Up to 100% (e.g., everything
removed except base of leaf petiole)

When you first look at a leaf, do a quick mental calibration before estimating damage.
We do this by visualizing cutting the leaf into a range of proportions. Start with large
proportions and scale down to your finest resolution (e.g., 2.5%). For example, think
about what half the leaf would look like, then imagine a quarter (25%) of the leaf. Do
the same for a tenth of the leaf (10%): imagine 10 equally-sized divisions in the leaf.
How big is each tenth? Then mentally cut each tenth in half to get 20 divisions of 5%
leaf area. Finally, half of each of those units would be 2.5% leaf area. How big is that?
When it is time to do the actual herbivory estimate, one strategy that works well for
contiguous blocks of damage is to use fractional thinking to zero in on the precise
value, starting with larger fractions and gradually working your way down to smaller
fractions—honing from a coarse estimate to a precise estimate. For example,
○ If ~12.5% of a leaf were damaged, then...
■ Mentally cut the leaf into quarters
■ See that less than a quarter (25%) is damaged
■ Mentally cut the quarter with damage in half, yielding eighths (12.5%)
■ See that the area damaged is equal to an eighth and record 12.5%
○ If ~30% of a leaf were missing, then…
■ Mentaly cut the leaf in half
■ See that less than half is damaged
■ Mentally cut the leaf into quarters
■ See that more than a quarter (25%) is damaged
■ Take mental note of the 25% damaged, and then focus on estimating
how much more than that 25% is damaged
■ Mentally halve the quarter of the leaf with the excess damage above
25%, yielding eighths (12.5%)
■ See that the damage above 25% is a little less than half of one of those
eighths, which means it’s a little less than a sixteenth or 6.25%
■ 25% plus a little less than 6.25% comes close to 30%, record it!
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●

●

●
●

●

●

●

If your leaf has more than one area of damage, try mentally consolidating each area of
damage into one area and then estimate the size of that using the method above.
Alternatively, if mental consolidation isn’t working well, you can mentally divide the leaf
into fractions that are as small as the smallest patch of herbivore damage. Then simply
mentally tally the number of patches of that size that would be damaged.
An acetate grid can be a very helpful tool. Some people use them to help guide their
estimates on every leaf. Others use them occasionally for validating and calibrating
estimates (e.g., on the first few leaves estimated each day). To make one, simply print
out a grid cell on a transparency (make sure it’s printer-friendly). Ian tends to print out
several grid-sizes, and uses the size that has at least 20 grid cells for most leaves. Put
the grid against the leaf. Count the number of grid cells with leaf (or where leaf should
be) = T. Count the number of grid cells with damage = D. Percent damage is 100*D/T.
If you have 40 grid cells per leaf, then each grid cell will be 2.5%, a good target
resolution. If you only have 20 grid cells per leaf, you can count in units of half grid cells
to obtain a finer resolution. Ian likes the grid method, as he can do it while on a ladder.
It has the downsides of being hard on oddly-shaped leaves (where most grid cell
readings are exterior), only estimating damage with a resolution of 1/T, and probably
overestimating some damage types (like some beetle feeding) that may damage small
parts of each grid cell.
For complexly pinnate leaves (e.g., Apiaceae), it is probably best to divide the leaf into
leaflets or pairs of leaflets, then follow the methods above.
If damage is very high and very little leaf tissue remains, take a large and small leaf and
compare the leaf base width, petiole and midrib size to compare. Use these
comparisons to visually reconstruct the leaf, and deduce % damage from there
If you have marginal damage on leaves with
non-smooth margins: If you draw an entire margin a
third of the way between the base of the margin teeth
and tip of the margin teeth, this approximately results
in the same area measurement as if you had actually
drawn in the margins—but it is easier/more accurate
to imagine/draw a straight line than margin teeth
Piercing-sucking damage, when visible, should be
mentally consolidated and estimated similarly to chewing damage. Be careful about
confusing piercing-sucking damage and disease because they often look similar. If you
are unsure, sleuth around your site to see if you can find the culprit in action.
Sometimes it helps to find leaves that have damage at different stages of progression.
This will let you reconstruct what older more necrotic tissue (and less discernible) might
have looked like before it became so necrotic, perhaps inferring the cause of the
damage. If this doesn’t help, consult someone who may be able to or pick another
species to survey.
For leaves with herbivore-built leaf shelters (rolls and ties), please carefully peer into or
open shelters to estimate damaged area and count resident herbivores.
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Through all of this, make sure you are correctly identifying what is herbivore damage
versus disease versus physical damage. Please have a look at our A field guide to types
of plant damage. We are trying to avoid damage caused by pathogens or abiotic stress.
Before each survey, spend some time studying the range of damage types on plants in
your population. Try to get a sense for what types of damage you might see during the
survey. Sleuth out what damage types might just be physical damage (e.g., from wind).
In this sleuthing, we have found it helpful to search for clues at both broad and fine
scales. At broad scales, we search many plants across each site to see if we can find
what is causing a particular type of damage. Often we will find the culprit, but only after
a broad search. At fine scales, we use a hand lens to look closely at the damage. Often,
a closer look at the damaged edges of a leaf reveals marks from insect mandibles.
Tearing, in contrast, tends to be cleaner and more angular, often following even small
leaf veins. Wind damage can manifest as browning. Look to at damaged spots to see if
any tissue is actually missing. Only include necrotic tissue as herbivory if you are certain
it is from herbivory. If you cannot be confident in your ability to tell apart physical and
herbivore damage for a particular species or site, then please do not do the survey or
consult someone who can help you.
For internal feeding insects (e.g., hackberry psyllids, right):
○ Count discrete units: count either the number of insects or the
number of galls or mines. There are columns in the Template
Datasheet for galls and mines.
○ Mines should be included in percent damage and counted as
discrete units.
○ Galls should only be counted, not included in percent damage
because galls are actually extra tissue! The removed tissue is
internal and can’t be seen.
○ Keep an eye out for signs of stem-boring insects. Sometimes these
can be counted.

How to make sure you’re doing a good job
Be conscious that most people overestimate low levels of tissue damage (Johnson
2016). Try to correct for this by being aware of this tendency, not rounding up at low
levels of damage, and calibrating/validating estimates on leaves with low damage.
Invest time in practicing, calibrating, and validating estimates. Especially do this before
collecting data, and continue to calibrate and validate regularly through data collection.
Standardize among observers you work with or have a single observer for all estimates.
Print out An illustrated guide to amounts of percent damage. Study it while practicing,
and take it into the field with you as a reference. You can focus on the pages with leaves
that are most similar in shape to leaves from your species.
Take our online herbivory estimation training quiz (in development, we will add the link
here when it’s ready). This will help you assess your accuracy and precision and give you
additional practice in estimating herbivory. We suggest re-taking this quiz once per
week when doing surveys to refresh your memory.
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Finally, ground truth a subset of your damage estimates using a digital method. When
doing this, please use 6 randomly selected plants in each survey. Do the survey as
normal, but after visually estimating herbivory on each leaf in those plants use one of
the two digital methods below to get a digital herbivory estimate (LeafByte or ImageJ).
Make sure to record a unique identifier for each leaf to link visual and digital estimates.
(1) LeafByte: This is an app developed recently by scientists at Cornell (including
our very own Zoe Getman-Pickering and Julie Davis). It goes on your iPhone and
estimates damage of leaves that you photograph (it will tell you total leaf area,
total damage area, and proportional damage). You can download the app and
read instructions here. ‘BioLeaf’ is a similar app for Android phones.
(2) Scan leaves and estimate damage with Image J. For this, I usually collect leaves
into a little bag. Once I’m back in the lab, I tape the leaves to a sheet of paper,
and then use Image J (free software at https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html)
to estimate leaf damage. This is similar to LeafByte, but it takes longer.

Three steps in measuring damage with Image J

4. Estimating percent damage across the whole plant
The final damage assessment step is estimating percent damage across the whole plant, or as
much of the plant as is feasible. We encourage you to strive to look across entire plants when
estimating whole plant herbivory (unless your plants are > 2 m in height, in which case please
follow the HerbVar Tree Protocol). For larger plants, there will be significant estimation error,
but it is probably less than the error associated with subsampling, which could miss hotspots of
herbivory within plants. Remember, the goal is just a visual estimate. You’d be surprised how
quickly you can scan and integrate across a whole plant to estimate herbivory. However, we
acknowledge this may not be feasible for large or complex plants; in those cases, please use
one of the subsampling methods above and remember to record your methods and the size of
your subsample.

Tips for visually estimating damage across the whole plant:
Effective methods will vary a lot based on the size of plants, size of leaves, and architecture of
plant. For smaller plants with a smaller number of leaves, you can quickly estimate damage on
each leaf and combine leaf-level estimates into a plant-level estimate. If all leaves are similar in
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size, you can just average them. If leaves vary in size, you will need to take their relative sizes
into account.
We often find it helpful to pick a reference leaf size on which to base mental calculations. Often
it’s convenient to pick the largest or smallest leaf, depending on whether you prefer scaling
down or scaling up leaf level estimates.
An important tip to remember for speed is that when plants have more than ~9 leaves, leaves
with low levels of damage will contribute very little to plant-level damage. For example, a leaf
with 2% damage would only contribute 0.2% to overall plant damage on a plant with 10
similarly sized leaves. This means that you do not need to stress about these leaves. Of course,
if every leaf on the plant has 2% damage, then this would be important to keep track off.
Indeed, this is essentially what you need to pay attention to as you scan the whole plant. In our
experience, most plants have skewed distributions of herbivory within plants, so it’s all about
paying attention to the proportion of leaves with insignificant and significant herbivory and the
amount of herbivory on leaves with significant herbivory. But this isn’t always the case, so look
out for more even within-plant distributions. (Side note: we hope to get at this question with
our herbivory estimates on the 10 random leaves).
For larger plants and plants with many small leaves, it is impractical to scan each individual leaf
and mentally combine them (unless you are a mental math wizard!). In these cases, we still
encourage you to scan the whole plant, but simply increase the grain size of your focus. For
example, estimate herbivory at the scale of similarly sized branches of leaves. For plants with
many, many small leaves, you may need to squint and look at similarly sized clumps of leaves.
For example, people who work on conifers have a method for estimating herbivory on
branches that involves looking up through a branch and seeing how much sky shows through.
Please let us know if you have additional tips, suggestions, or guidelines we can add to this
document. And please let us know if anything is missing, confusing, or wrong! Have fun in the
field and be safe.

If you’re in an area with tick-borne diseases, don’t forget to check for ticks after!
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